Assembly & maintenance mechanic
(fulltime)

About Lab Associates
We are an international supplier and producer for plant tissue culture ("PTC") and seed breeding laboratories since 1987. Our customers produce a large variety of plants in their labs and farming operations and are present in over 65 countries worldwide. Lab Associates is a one-stop shop for its specific customer target group and can build and equip a complete laboratory. Our focus is on core products such as automated systems, media preparators, dispensing machines, autoclaves, culture vessels, laboratory tools and furniture, biochemicals and gelling agents (e.g. agar).
Our company culture characterizes itself best as a fast-paced, innovative, entrepreneurial, and an open, multi-cultural environment. We specifically look for new colleagues that fit our culture and can help us grow internationally!

What are your activities
You will be working in our Technical Department, working with your colleagues to generate maximum customer satisfaction by assembling and testing machines and equipment as well as repairing and maintaining machines/equipment supplied to us by customers.
You will work in this versatile and varied position on such things as:
- Assembly and testing work of new machines/equipment
- Repairs and maintenance of used machines/equipment
You will be busy in different technical areas:
- Mechanical
- Electrical
- Motor
- Pneumatic
- Steamwork

Who are we looking for
- You have a completed secondary vocational education, for example in mechanical engineering or mechatronics
- You can read technical drawings
- You can work both in a team and independently
- You have good communication skills and a good command of the English language (willingness to learn Dutch preferred)
- You are a real go-getter and feel the responsibility to build our machines to perfection and to solve customer problems as good as possible

What can we offer you
- Dynamic, fast-paced and innovative environment with ‘growth’ mentality
- Flat hierarchy and informal culture with direct lines of communication
- Good working conditions based on skills and experience (salary, vacation, pension plan)
- Active staff association, monthly Friday afternoon drinks, and (semi) annual company events
- Opportunities and budget for further training and development

Would you like to be part of our team? Send your motivation and CV by email to jobs[@]labassociates.com.
Acquisition by external (consultancy and recruitment) companies in response to this vacancy is not appreciated.
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